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                                  Guru  Gobind Singh Public School, Chas 

                                  Weekly assignment- 6  ( session  2020-2021) 

 

 

Class--IV                                      Date-13.06.2020                                               Subject-English 

 

                                       Literature 

I  . Chapter- 3    Tine and the Faraway Mountain 

               Read the chapter and answer the following questions:- 

I. Why was Tine unhappy in Roing ? 

II. How did Tine spend her  time in the Mishmi  hills? 

III. Where did Tine meet doctor Meitei ? 

IV. How did Dr Meitei help her ? 

V. Why did Tine go to the Everest base camp in Nepal ? 

 

 

(Answer Key) 

I.  Tine was unhappy in Roing because there were no mountains so she wanted to return to the 

Mishmi hills. 

II. Tine enjoyed wonderous  sound from the mountains while climbing trees ,running through 

the Jungle and lying under the sun in the Mishmi hills. 

III. Tine met  Dr. Meitei  in the army camp. 

 

IV. Dr Meitei trained her as a mentor for mountain    climbing. 

V. Tine went to the base camp in Nepal to  fulfill  her dream to climb Mount Everest.  

 

 

 

 

II.    Learn  the  given spellings and write  two times in your notebook: - 

1. Immediately 

2. Summited 

3. Mentor 

4. Adventure 

5. Coordinator 

6. Determination 



7. Hypnotised 

8. Supplies 

9. Luggage 

10. Porter  

III .  Learn word meanings   : - 

1. Summited   --climb to the top of a mountain 

2. Wondrous-  wonderful almost magical 

3. Drawn to  it  - very interested in it 

4. Porter  - a person who carries luggages and   other heavy loads 

5. Wistfully   -with great longing 

6. Mentor- a person who helps , teaches and advises someone regularly 

7. Accustomed to - used to 

8. Determination-  a  strong desire to do something 

9. Hypnotised -  affected her like a magic spell 

10. Urging  - trying to make someone to do something 

 

 

                                                    GRAMMAR 

WORKSHEET-3 

Topic – Prepositions   ( Read and understand the topic ) 

(Prepositions  --- prepositions link the nouns or pronouns in a sentence with the rest of the 

sentence the different kinds of prepositions are— 

• Prepositions of place — in, at ,behind, between. 

Eg:-        Neeta was hiding behind the curtain. 

• Prepositions of time ‐—at, in, after, till ,for  

Eg  :-        We will leave in an hour . 

• Prepositions of direction and movement—to, from,into,  onto, down, towards,   over 

                                                                             Along . 

           Eg:-      Mitali cycles to school. 

 

I..  Complete the sentences with the correct prepositions from the box : - 

             ( down, around ,into, to, from ,towards, across ,along ) 

a) We travelled ________ Kolkata _____ Chennai for  our vacation.  

b) Nadeem saw Vinit walking_________ the road. 

c) Dhanih  climbed __________ the staircase to reach the basement. 

d) Avik walked_________ the edge of the Woods. 

e) Jai chased the cat ________ the room . 

f) Susan and Mohit walk___________ the  lake everyday.  

g) The moon revolves___________  the earth. 

             



                             Answer key  

 

a)  from   ,to             ,  b)      towards                ,  c) down                        d)        along    

   e)   into                      f)  across               g) around  

  

                                       

II. Topic- Homophones-(  Homophones  are words words that sound same  even though they have 

                                           different spellings and different meanings)   . 

A. Circle the correct words to complete the sentences:-- 

1 a) After you  enter the hall,  take the stairs/  stares  to the cellar. 

                                    B)     Neelam stairs/  stares out of the window whenever it rain. 

                              2.    a) Do you know the correct way / weigh to the monastery? 

                                      b)We will have to way / weigh our luggage carefully before we   

                                             go  to the airport. 

                               3. a) We started playing chess as  we were  bored/  board . 

                                    b) If you cannot see what is written on the bored/ board clearly 

                                         ,  please inform your teacher immediately. 

 

                              Answer key 

                                                 1 a) stairs    ,   b  )  stares  

                                                 2  a) way        ,   b) weigh 

                                                3   a) bored      ,   b) board 

  III. Rewrite the sentences using capital letters and full stops in the correct places:- 

1. nainital is a lovely town 

2. madhav and i were playing cricket 

3. divya is bringing the cat home 

4. do you like song 

5. may I come in sir 

 

Answer key  

1. Nainital is a lovely town. 

2. Madhav and I were playing cricket. 

3. Divya is bringing the cat home. 

4. Do you like song? 



5. May I come in sir ? 

IV . Identify the types of sentences:-  

1. There are flowers around the school. 

2.  I do not make a noise in the class. 

3. Have they won the match? 

4. Please take the medicines on time. 

5. Bravo! I got selected in inter school dance competition. 

      Answer key  

1. Declarative sentence 

2. Declarative sentence 

3. Interrogative sentence 

4. Imperative sentence 

5. Exclamatory sentence 

    

     

                                             END 

 

 


